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Stereoscopes
Folding Mirror Stereoscope
The mirrors of this stereoscope present an image of each photograph to each eye. The
distance between the viewing mirrors is the normal interocular distance and the two images combine to give a relief model. Supplementary lenses can be swung into position to
increase the magnification by 1.5x. Carries prints up to 220 x 220mm. Comes with a fitted
carrying case. Total weight 3.3Kg
S239 Folding mirror stereoscope

Pocket Stereoscope
A lightweight yet rugged instrument, the lenses have a magnification of 2x with interocular
adjustment from 55 to 75mm. Fitted with folding legs this version is supplied in a plastic
case. The frame is of die-cast aluminium with stove black finish.
S079 Pocket stereoscope

Stereo Viewers
These simple folding stereoscopes enable pairs of small photographs to be viewed in
stereo. The interpupillary distance can be adjusted to suit the operator. The coated
lenses are 32mm in diameter. Two models are available giving 2x and 4x magnification.
S139 Stereo viewer 2x

S133 Stereo viewer 4x

Plastic Folding Stereoscope
An economical folding stereoscope with plastic frames, integrally moulded lenses and
metal legs. The two halves of the frame are hinged to permit interocular distance adjustments.
S240 Plastic stereo viewer

Stereo Lorgnette
An excellent design incorporating prismatic viewing for pictures mounted side by side.
Focus is at the normal viewing distance allowing larger pictures to be viewed compared
with other portable, folding stereo viewers. A folding distance piece allows the user to set
the viewer at the correct plane relative to the eyes.
S372 Stereo Lorgnette

Polaroid & Stereo Spectacles
S241

Economically priced viewers.
S241 Polaroid spectacles pack of 5 pairs
S273 Red/Green stereo spectacles, cardboard frames pack of 50 pairs
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